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There is growing recognition that general learning processes serve as a crucial entry into language
learning. The research to be presented in this talk
shows howgeneral mechanismsof attentional learning
maycreate learning biases that specific to the task of
learning language and specific to the language being
learned.
The talk focuses specifically on a phenomenon
sometimes knownas "fast mapping"in early world learning and on differences between English and Japanese
children in these artificial word learning tasks. The
phenomenon
is this: Uponhearing a single novel object namedwith a novel noun, children generalize that
name to a coherent category of things. For example, if told the nameof a novel solid and complexly
shaped thing children interpret that nameas referring
to any object with that same shape. The language
difference is this: English speaking children generalize novel namesby shape whenobjects are complexly
shaped and solid, simply shaped and solid, and also
remarkablyoften whenthey are nonsolid. In contrast,
Japanesechildren restrict attention to shapeto the interpretation of namesfor solid and complexlyshaped
things and attend to them material of the nameditem
whenit is simply shaped or nonsolid.
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the
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Weargue that the processes that makefast mappings and the languagedifferences emergefrom general
processes of attentional learning. Briefly, a hundred
years of experimental psychologyhas shownthat whenever one perceptible cue reliably predicts the relevance
of a second,the presenceof the first will cometo automatically direct attention to the other. Thepresent hypothesisis that statistical regularities (and irregularities) among
linguistic cues (e.g., syntactic framescount
nouns), object properties (e.g., solidity), and category
organization in wordslearned creates contextual shifts
in attention that reflect those statistical regularities.
Wepresent evidence of three kinds to support this
proposal:
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